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Goals:  
• Understanding of analytical properties: large energy tailsUnderstanding of analytical properties: large energy tails

••long time long time asymptoticsasymptotics and characterization of  and characterization of  asymptoticsasymptotics states: high energy states: high energy 
tails and singularity formation tails and singularity formation 

••A unified approach for Maxwell type interactions and generalizatA unified approach for Maxwell type interactions and generalizations.ions.

Motivations from statistical physics or interactive ‘particle’ systems

1. Rarefied ideal gases-elastic:  conservativeconservative Boltzmann Transport eq.Boltzmann Transport eq.

2. Energy dissipative phenomena: Gas of elastic or inelastic interacting systems in the 
presence of a thermostat with a fixed background temperature өb or  Rapid granular flow 
dynamics: (inelastic hard sphere interactions): homogeneous cooling states, randomly 
heated states, shear flows, shockwaves past wedges, etc.

3. (Soft) condensed matter at nano scale: Bose-Einstein condensates models, charge transport 
in solids: current/voltage    transport modeling semiconductor.

4. Emerging applications from stochastic dynamics for multi-linear Maxwell type interactions :  
Multiplicatively Interactive Stochastic Processes:  Pareto tails for wealth distribution, non-
conservative dynamics: opinion dynamic  models, particle swarms in population dynamics, etc



A general form for the space-homogenous BTE with external heating sources :

A revision of the Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE)A revision of the Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE)



A revision of the Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE)A revision of the Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE)







Reviewing elastic and inelastic propertiesReviewing elastic and inelastic properties



For a Maxwell type model: a linear  equation for the kinetic energy

Reviewing elastic and inelastic propertiesReviewing elastic and inelastic properties



The Boltzmann Theorem:The Boltzmann Theorem: there are  only N+2 collision invariants 

Time irreversibility is expressed in this inequality stability

In addition:

Reviewing elastic propertiesReviewing elastic properties



Reviewing elastic propertiesReviewing elastic properties



Reviewing elastic propertiesReviewing elastic properties



Reviewing Reviewing inelastic inelastic propertiesproperties



Molecular models of Maxwell typeMolecular models of Maxwell type

Bobylev, ’75-80, for the elastic, energy conservative case– For inelastic interactions: Bobylev,Carrillo, I.M.G. 00
Bobylev, Cercignani,Toscani, 03, Bobylev, Cercignani, I.M.G’06, for general non-conservative problem



A important applications:  A important applications:  



We will see that

1. For more general systems multiplicatively interactive stochastic processes
the lack of entropy functional does not impairsdoes not impairs the understanding and  
realization of global existence (in the sense of positive Borel measures), long 

time behavior from  spectral analysis and self-similar asymptotics.

2. “power tail formation for high energy tails” of self similar states is due to 
lack of total energy conservation, independent independent of the process being 
micro-reversible (elastic) or micro-irreversible (inelastic).  SelfSelf--similar similar 
solutions may be singular at zerosolutions may be singular at zero.

3- The long time asymptotic dynamics and decay rates are fully described by 
the continuum spectrum associated to the linearization about  continuum spectrum associated to the linearization about  
singular measuressingular measures (when momentum is conserved).



Existence, (Bobylev, Cercignani, I.M.G.;
To appear Comm. Math. Phys. 08)

p > 0 with,
p<1 infinity energy,
P=>1 finite energy



Relates to the work of Toscani, Gabetta,Wennberg, Villani,Carlen, Carvalho, Carrillo, and many more  (from ’95 to date)



Boltzmann SpectrumBoltzmann Spectrum



For finite or infinity initial second moment (kinetic energy)





Self-similar solutions - time asymptotics





: Elastic BTE with a thermostat



Analytical and computational testing of the   BTE with ThermostaAnalytical and computational testing of the   BTE with Thermostat: singular solutionst: singular solutions

(with Bobylev, JSP 06), and computational  Spectral-Lagrangian solvers (with S.H. Tarshkahbushanam, Jour.Comp.Phys. 08)



Examples in soft condensed matter ( Examples in soft condensed matter ( GreenblattGreenblatt and and LebowitzLebowitz, Physics A. 06)

Power law tails for high energy

Infinitely many particles for zero energy
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Evolution of Moment (m_q(t)) of F(|v|) for N = 26

Maxwell Molecules model
Rescaling of spectral modes  
exponentially by the continuous 
spectrum with λ(1)=‐2/3 

Testing: BTE with Thermostat
Spectral-Lagrangian solvers (with S.H. Tarshkahbushanam, JCP 08)



Moments calculations:Moments calculations:
Testing: BTE with Thermostat



Proof of Proof of ‘‘power tailspower tails’’ by means of continuum spectrum and group transform methodsby means of continuum spectrum and group transform methods
Back to the representation of the self-similar solution:



ms> 0 for all s>1.
(see Bobylev, Cercignani, I.M.G, CMP’08) for the definition of In(s) )





Typical Spectral function μ(p) for Maxwell type models

• For p0 >1   and   0<p< (p +Є)  <  p0    

p01

μ(p)

μ(s*) =μ(1)

μ(po)

Self similar asymptotics for:

For any initial state φ(x) = 1 – xp + x(p+Є) , p ≤
1.

Decay rates in Fourier space: (p+Є)[ μ(p) - μ(p +Є) ]

For finite (p=1) or infinite (p<1) initial energy.

•For p0< 1   and   p=1     No self-similar asymptotics with finite energy

s*

For μ(1) = μ(s*) , s* >p0 >1 Power tails

Kintchine type CLT



Thank you very much for your attention!
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